Energizer® Light on Demand™
Wall Sconce

LODWSBR/LODWSNK

The LODWSBR/LODWSNK is designed for accent lighting and mounts with no wiring or electrician required. Add to the ambiance of any room easily. Mounting hardware and the charging base are included. In an emergency, the light stick may be removed for portable lighting lasting up to 10 hours before needing to be recharged. In the event of a prolonged power outage, the light stick will operate using AAA batteries.

The sconce is available in two finishes: brushed nickel and polished brass.

**Product Detail:**
- **Designation:** Energizer® Light on Demand™ Wall Sconce
- **Model:** LODWSBR, LODWSNK
- **Color:** Brass or Nickel
- **Power Source:** One NiMH 850mAh 3.6V Battery Pack or Three "AAA"
- **ANSI/NEDA:** 24 Series ("AAA")
- **Lamp:** Four White LEDs
- **Lamp Life:** Lifetime
- **Ext. Power Supply:** 700mA 6V, Energy Star Approved
- **Lamp Output:** 28 Lumens
- **Typical Weight:** 689 grams (24.3 oz.)
- **Dimensions (In):** 9 x 4 x 5

**Performance:**

**Run Time**
Continuous Drain to End of Useable Light (70°F)

- NiMH High
- AAA High
- NiMH Low
- AAA Low

**Important Notice**
This datasheet contains information specific to products manufactured at the time of its publication.
Contents herein do not constitute a warranty.
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